INTRODUCTION
For virtually our entire adult lives, we witnessed the steady and seemingly intractable rise of America's inmate population. When we first entered the field, state and federal prison populations numbered about 200,000, a figure that would climb to more than 1.6 million.
1 By 2007, the daily count of offenders under some form of incarceration (e.g., including jails) reached an all-time high, surpassing 2.4 million.
2 On any given day in the United States, about 1 in every 100 adults was behind bars-a figure that in 1970 stood at only 1 in every 400 Americans.
3 To use John DiIulio's phrase, there appeared to be "no escape" from this future of mass incarceration. 4 We seemed, in fact, to be "addicted to incarceration."
5
We forgot, however, that futures are not fully foreordained. To be sure, they are bounded by stubborn realities, such as the flow of offenders into prison systems. But futures also can be reshaped when socially constructed realities are punctured and pressure emerges to shift public policies in new directions. In 2008, such a momentous turning point suddenly emerged: a deep financial recession that strained state treasuries and made the continued gluttony of mass incarceration seem an excess that was, as it was often termed, "unsustainable." 6 Balancing budgets thus required many governors and elected officials to explore fresh ways to decrease the daily prison count. In 2009, for the first time in thirty-eight years, state prison populations in the United States declined, a trend that has since continued.
7
A significant policy opportunity thus stands before us: the possibility of downsizing the nation's prisons. This development will be welcomed by those holding liberal views on corrections, which includes most criminologists. Liberals have long argued that the use of prison is racially disparate, ineffective in reducing crime, and excessive in its scope.
8 Although the political right would not embrace this view completely, they are part of a growing consensus that it is time to scale back the inmate population.
The key point of this Article is that despite these important developments, any sort of liberal hubris-"we were right after all"-should be steadfastly avoided. In corrections, those on the left have been wise in showing what does not work but not very good in showing what does work; that is, we have been better at knowledge destruction than knowledge construction.
9 Thus, a policy opportunity is not the same as a policy success; an opportunity for reform can be flubbed. The challenge of downsizing prison populations is precisely that it might be undertaken in a "stupid" way that ensures failure or, in the least, no more than a persistence of the status quo. In the end, we must create a new "criminology of downsizing" that can contribute to the policy conversation on how best to reduce the size of the inmate population. 10 We must strive to be "liberal but not stupid." Our goal is thus to initiate this analysis of how the promise of downsizing prisons in America might be achieved. This commentary proceeds in the following stages. First, we propose that, at least in a limited way and for the moment, the era of mass imprisonment in the United States likely has ended. Still, if downsizing is done poorly, calls for another war on crime could occur. A look to the past presents a sobering reminder that, in the words of Rothman, conscience can be corrupted by convenience-that good intentions are not enough.
12 Reforms aimed at decarceration do not always realize anticipated results. Second, following this insight, we detail five reasons why the downsizing reform might fail. Third, we do not believe that failure is inevitable. Accordingly, we specify five reasons why the downsizing reform might succeed. Fourth, we consider the major downsizing experiment now ongoing in California and convey the lessons, positive and negative, that might be learned from this ongoing effort. And fifth, we close with five principles to follow in any effort to downsize prisons. The goal is to articulate an approach that combines progressive sensibilities ("liberal") with a firm appreciation for the value of science and being pragmatic ("not stupid") in addressing the daunting challenge of downsizing the nation's prisons.
I. THE END OF MASS IMPRISONMENT
To say that mass imprisonment has "ended" is not to suggest that, across the nation, prison gates are being flung open and inmates are flooding into society. Still, after nearly four decades of ineluctable rises in prison populations, it is to say that something momentous has occurred: prison growth has largely stopped. This reversal of fortunes has been limited but unmistakable. Thus, every year since 2009, the combined state and federal prison population has declined. 13 As shown in Figure 1 , by the end of 2012, the U.S. prison population stood at 1.57 million people, constituting a 1.7% reduction from the previous year.
14
The admission of offenders to America's prisons diminished for the sixth straight year. For the year starting at the end of 2011, admissions fell 9.2% by a count of 61,800.
15 Between 2009 and 2011, more than half the states chose to lower their imprisonment rates.
16
12. ROTHMAN, supra note 10, at 3-13. 13 . GLAZE & HERBERMAN, supra note 7. 14. It is important to note, however, that the federal prison population increased by 0.7% in 2012, while the state prison population declined by 2.1%. E. ANN These trends were reflected in prison policy. The Sentencing Project reports that since 2011, seventeen states reduced their overall prison capacity by around 37,000 individuals, and in 2013, six states closed nineteen correctional facilities.
17 State expenditures on corrections also diminished. From 2009 to 2010, such funding dipped 5.6%, from $51.4 billion to $48.5 billion.
18 In state after state, policymakers opened discussions on how best to reduce inmate populations. Notably, conservative discourse on mass imprisonment shifted markedly. Prisons were no longer depicted as an essential weapon in the war on crime but as a "blunt instrument" that, when used injudiciously, wasted valua- 20 In 2012, the Platform for the Republican Party for the first time explicitly embraced prisoner rehabilitation, reentry programs, and restorative justice; it also rejected the federal government's overcriminalization of many acts.
21
Importantly, the U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee recently took an historic step in January 2014 when it passed SB 1410, The Smarter Sentencing Act, a bipartisan bill that is designed to reduce federal prison populations and decrease racial disparities. SB 1410 would revise federal mandatory minimum sentences for nonviolent drug offenses.
22 It also makes retroactive the crack cocaine sentencing reforms passed in 2010, and gives judges greater discretion to sentence below mandatory minimums when the facts of the case warrant it. The retroactivity portion of SB 1410 would allow nearly 9,000 inmates currently in prison for crack cocaine charges to get a "resentencing hearing" and the opportunity to have their sentences reduced.
23 If passed by Congress, SB 1410 would constitute the first major overhaul of federal drug sentencing laws since the early 1970s. As Bill Piper, director of national affairs at the Drug Policy Alliance observed, "The tide has turned against punitive drug policies that destroy lives and tear families apart. From liberal stalwarts to Tea Party favorites, there is now consensus that our country incarcerates too many people, for too much time, at too much expense to taxpayers."
24
What had changed, then, is not simply the number of offenders being incarcerated-however important this is-but also a way of thinking about incarceration. For so long, mass imprisonment had been the governing policy of corrections-as book after book detailed. 26 in which an idea emerged-mass imprisonment is unsustainable and prisons must be downsized-and, similar to a contagious disease, spread rapidly. When this occurs, Gladwell notes, changes happen "in a hurry."
27

II. A PERFECT STORM
In short, when we say that mass imprisonment has ended, we are proposing that a fundamental paradigm shift has occurred within corrections. One day, mass imprisonment appeared an impenetrable ideology; the next day, it was seen as bankrupt, both financially and intellectually. Virtually everyone, it seemed, was trumpeting the need for downsizing, as though they had not previously fully embraced prison expansion. This reversal was not inevitable. It took a perfect storm-an intersection of at least five factors-to make it possible.
First, as noted, the precipitating factor in this paradigm shift was the deep financial crisis that started in 2008 and whose effects linger to this day. As Spelman has shown, one reason why mass incarceration has persisted is because states had the revenue to pay for it. 28 This allocation of resources was not idiosyncratic but approximated investment in other priorities. Between 1977 and 2005, observes Spelman, "prison populations grew at roughly the same rate and during the same periods as spending on education, welfare, health and hospitals, highways, parks, and natural resources."
29 In and of themselves, economic woes do not require downsizing; they can be weathered. As Gottschalk points out, three major economic downturns since the 1980s "made no dent whatsoever in the nation's incarceration rate."
30 Still, the motivation to push through hard times, rather than to turn in a different direction, must be present. Given the severity of the recent recession, the reasonableness of cutting costs was manifest. The need to endure and spend more and more on mass imprisonment was not.
This observation leads to the second factor: crime rates, especially for violent crime, have declined and stabilized at lower levels. The connection be- tween crime and punitiveness is complicated and, at best, they are loosely coupled.
31 Still, spikes in crime provide shrewd politicians with the intermittent opportunity to claim that victims are being ignored, that sentences are too lenient, and that a tough war on crime is needed. Take, for example, the inordinate rise in juvenile violence, especially homicide, that occurred in the late 1980s and spilled into the 1990s.
32 Commentators, such as DiIulio, depicted these youths as remorseless "super-predators" 33 and argued that "moral poverty" that left the American family in "disrepair" meant that we are now "asking prisons to do for young boys what fathers used to do."
34 Predictions of a continuing juvenile homicide epidemic proved to be a "catastrophic error," as youth violence soon experienced a steep decline.
35 Nonetheless, as Feld notes, this context fostered a range of policies aimed at getting tough on juveniles (e.g. stringent waiver policies, incarceration) and "provided . . . [the] impetus to crack down on all young offenders in general and violent minority offenders in particular."
36 More broadly, Garland argues that starting in the 1960s, high crime rates became a "normal social fact" that undermined a social welfare approach to crime control and created incentives for the state to act out by imposing control "by punitive means."
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In the 1990s, however, the United States experienced what Zimring called the "great American crime decline."
38 Crime rates dropped precipitously, and homicide rates, which once had more than doubled, fell close to where they were in the early 1960s. 41 In this context-a context in which low crime was increasingly the "normal social fact"-allocating scarce state revenues to further imprisonment was no longer convincing.
Third, although strong partisanship existed over a range of other social policies (e.g., abortion and contraception, immigration, access to health care), crime seemed to vanish as an electoral issue. Compared to previous campaigns, candidates in the past two presidential races barely mentioned, or were asked about, crime policy.
42 Most remarkably, the Republican Party seemingly has discarded "law and order" and inner-city crime-past conduits for appealing to southern white voters-as core components of their policy agenda.
43 It may simply be that this decision reflects a belief that more political capital is to be achieved by focusing on high deficits and taxes than on low crime. Regardless, we seem to have entered a period in crime policy marked by, to use Bell's term, "the end of ideology."
44 When the fiscal crisis hit, nobody seemed to have a stake in advocating for mass imprisonment. North Carolina, for example, saw the largest number of prison closures in 2013, shuttering six juvenile and adult facilities, and "the only public or political opposition to the prison closures has come from some people losing their jobs or being reassigned."
45 As Keith
Acree of the North Carolina Department of Public Safety observed, "There's been no pushback at all."
46
The history of conservatives' abandonment of mass imprisonment remains to be written. Still, it seems likely that at least three ideas have played a role: libertarian dislike of laws that infringe on freedoms, including those at the heart of the war on drugs; faith-based compassionate conservatism, sponsored by Prison Fellowship, that prefers to save rather than to demonize offenders; and anti-tax advocacy that sees all government expenditures, including the use of imprisonment, as potentially wasteful and as open to constraint. These ideas have coalesced in Texas, where Republican officials under Governor Rick Perry have implemented policies to lower prison populations, including closing three institutions, and to reform juvenile justice so as to limit confinement. As a prominent "red state," the importance of these Texas reforms should not be underestimated, especially in their role of providing an alternative correctional "narrative." As Simon notes, "one of the primary tasks of an institution that exercises the power to punish is to provide a plausible account of what it does, and how it does what it does."
48 Narratives serve this purpose. In the 1970s and 1980s, the breakdown of the social welfare-rehabilitation accountthat treatment is a humane, scientific means of improving offenders and of protecting public safety-created space for a law-and-order account justifying a punitive state that valued justice for victims, harsh mandatory sentences to deter, and risk management through expanding custodial control.
49 In Texas and beyond, conservatives are fashioning an alternative narrative in which incarceration no longer is the linchpin and in which mass imprisonment is no longer viewed, much as it had been along with military defense spending, as sacrosanct.
Rather, in this new narrative, a central principle is that "government services be evaluated on whether they produce the best possible results at the lowest possible cost."
50 The focus thus should be on "accountability" and "performance measures" that focus on "public safety, victim restitution and satisfaction, and cost effectiveness."
51 These goals are best achieved not through mindless incarceration, but through a multi-faceted approach that includes treatment services, restorative justice, and reentry programs. Supported by prominent conservatives, from Jeb Bush to Newt Gingrich and Grover Norquist, these ideas are influencing policy choices. In fact, it was this bipartisan "left-right" congressional coalition that initiated efforts to repeal the federal mandatory sentencing drug laws, ultimately culminating in the Smarter Sentencing Act. This coalition highlighted "the high costs of the policies" that led the U.S. Department of Justice to spend $6.4 billion on prisons annually.
52 This consensus on crime policy seems even more surprising given the current level of dysfunction and paralysis that characterize Congress today.
Fourth, politicians also have made a clear retreat from the embrace of populism in forming prison policy. As Simon observes, crime policy had been, in effect, turned over to "ordinary" citizens whose anger about crime was incited and who were encouraged to employ ballot initiatives (e.g., three-strikes laws) to lock up more offenders for more time.
53 Part of this "new populism" was "a penal politics that denigrate[d] expert and professional elites" and gave priority to "public opinion over the views of experts and the evidence of research."
54
By contrast, elected officials have shown a willingness to turn to academics for advice on how best to curb mass imprisonment. According to Gelb, "[w]e're starting to see a triumph of sound science over sound bites . . . . State leaders from both parties are adopting research-based strategies that are more effective and less expensive than putting more low-risk offenders into $30,000-a-year taxpayer-funded prison cells."
55 Importantly, academics were positioned to provide such guidance due to their recent embrace of evidence-based corrections and knowledge about treatment effectiveness, their growing interest in reentry programs, their research on racial disparity in drug sentences, and their possession of tools, such as risk-assessment instruments, that could identify low-risk offenders not in need of incarceration.
56
Fifth, the reality of downsizing was cemented by the U.S. Supreme Court decision of Brown v. Plata in May 2011, in which the State of California was mandated to reduce its prison population by more than 30,000 inmates. 57 We will return to this issue in Part VI. But the point is that the court decision ensured that there would be a "natural" experiment in which substantial downsizing would occur and be evaluated. This reality meant that downsizing would not vanish soon from discussions about the end of mass imprisonment.
III. GOOD INTENTIONS ARE NOT ENOUGH
The opportunity to initiate a vital downsizing movement exists and steps in this direction already are being taken. But a worrisome question remains: Do reformers, including liberals, have the ability to bring about meaningful reductions in prison populations? The history of corrections shows that good intentions do not lead ineluctably to good policies. 58 In particular, a look to past efforts to decarcerate through community corrections is not encouraging. In 1982, Austin and Krisberg were asked by the National Academy of Sciences to systematically review all prior efforts to use alternatives to incarceration to reduce levels of imprisonment. They considered such options as com- munity-based sentencing options (e.g., community service, restitution), postincarceration release programs (e.g., work release, work furloughs), and legislation to limit state prison populations (e.g., probation subsidy programs). 59 The results were dismal. "A careful review of the research literature on alternatives to incarceration," Austin and Krisberg concluded, "suggests that their promise of reducing the prison population has remained largely unmet."
60 In each case, goal displacement occurred, as alternative options were transformed to serve "criminal justice system values and goals other than reducing imprisonment" (e.g., net-widening to increase control, probation subsidies becoming a form of revenue sharing).
61
Another cautionary example is the much-noted analogy to the mental hospital deinstitutionalization movement in the 1950s to 1960s. The closing of psychiatric hospitals-custodial institutions that often did more to warehouse than assist the mentally ill-was a triumph of good science and smart politics. The hope was that the reform would move toward community care, where psychiatric patients would be assisted with antipsychotic drugs and have a higher quality of life if treated in their communities rather than in "large, undifferentiated, and isolated mental hospitals."
62 It was also supposed to be less expensive. The closure of psychiatric hospitals in the United States was codified by the Community Mental Health Centers Act of 1963, and strict standards were passed so that only individuals "who posed an imminent danger to themselves or someone else" could be committed to state psychiatric hospitals. 63 In 1955, there were 340 public psychiatric beds per 100,000 U.S. population. In 2010 there were 14 beds per 100,000 population-a 95 percent decline-and states continue to reduce psychiatric beds.
64
The goal of deinstitutionalization was a broadly humane measure, but the consequences in many places were disquieting in large part because the irresistible mantra of treating the mentally ill in "the community" ignored the absence of quality programs. In many cases, deinstitutionalization shifted the burden of care to families, although they often lacked the financial resources and expertise to provide proper care. And for many of those deinstitutionalized, the only community available to them was group housing located in inner-city slums that soon turned into psychiatric ghettos. Studies found that many living in the community had significant deficits in important aspects of routine health care. 65 Others documented social isolation, depression, victimization, homelessness, substance abuse, and arrest. Tragically, as psychiatrist Torrey concludes, closing institutions did not produce better care as intended, but ultimately resulted in underfunded programs, higher rates of community violence, and neglect. 66 Today, "at least one-third of homeless individuals are seriously mentally ill,"
67 as are approximately 20 percent of those incarcerated, 68 and public facilities are overrun by untreated individuals.
69 Some argue that deinstitutionalization has simply become "transinstitutionalization," a phenomenon in which state psychiatric hospitals and criminal justice systems are "functionally interdependent." 70 According to this theory, deinstitutionalization, combined with inadequate and under-funded community mental health programs, has forced the criminal justice system to provide the highly structured and supervised environment required by some persons with mental illness.
71
What went wrong? Deinstitutionalization itself was not the problem. The architects of the movement truly believed that closing state mental hospitals and moving patients into the community would improve everyone's lives. The egregious error was the failure to provide treatment to patients after they left the hospital. According to psychiatrist Richard Lamb, the problem was compounded by the fact that:
[T]he community mental health and civil rights movement made where to treat an ideological issue . . . . Unfortunately, deinstitutionalization efforts have, in practice, too often confused locus of care and quality of care. Where persons with mental illness are treated has been seen as more important than how or how well they are treated. Care in the community has often been assumed almost by definition to be better than hospital care. In actuality, poor care can be found in both hospital and community settings.
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Lamb and Bachrach concluded: "Among the lessons learned . . . are that successful deinstitutionalization involves more than simply changing the locus of care."
73 Deinstitutionalization was also supposed to save money, but "if all the hidden costs associated with responsible programming are considered, it is generally not accurate to conclude that community services will result in substantial savings over hospital care."
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Interviews with Bertram Brown, one of the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) architects of the deinstitutionalization plan, later decried "the 'dumping' of mental hospital patients in inadequate community settings."
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Looking back on it all, Brown observed that he and his colleagues "were carrying out a public mandate to abolish the abominable conditions of insane asylums," but in doing so "the doctors were overpromising for the politicians . . . .
[W]e did allow ourselves to be somewhat misrepresented."
76 Brown characterized the deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill as "a grand experiment" but added: "I just feel saddened by it."
77 Daniel Moynihan convened hearings in 1994 to review the history and in his opening statement, he criticized the failure to follow up patients after discharge from the state hospitals: "It was soon clear enough that in order for this [deinstitutionalization] to work you could not just discharge persons, they had to be looked after."
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Good intentions were clearly present. As Robert Atwell, one of the architects of the deinstitutionalization of the mentally ill, later observed, "I really wanted this thing to work . . . I was a believer."
79 But the failure to provide programs to care for patients was palpable. According to sociologist Andrew Scull, "the new programs remained castles in the air, figments of their planners' imaginations . . . . The term 'community care' . . . merely an inflated catch phrase which concealed morbidity in the patients and distress in the relatives."
80 Similarly, Rashi Fein, a member of the original Task Force on Mental Health notes, "we should have more carefully examined and discussed what it would take in dollars and commitment at the local and state levels to make it work."
81 As Robert Weisberg concludes, "It is now an axiom that deinstitutionalization caused the contemporary epidemic of homelessness for the mentally ill."
82 He writes, "Ultimately, the dumped patients wandered around, lost in their new community." 83 As one former patient poignantly observed, "They moved all the buildings."
84 These lessons are highly admonitory. Georgia developed the first well-publicized intensive supervision probation program and their self-evaluation showed that ISP participants had extremely low recidivism rates.
86 In 1985, Georgia claimed that its ISP program had saved the state the cost of building two new prisons.
87 As the economic downturn of the late 1980s and early 1990s spread across the country, other states moved quickly to implement these prison diversion programs, and the intermediate sanctions movement was born.
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By the mid-1990s, virtually every state had passed legislation funding intermediate sanction programs as a prison-diversion tactic. Probation and parole departments across the country implemented intensive supervision, house arrest, electronic monitoring, and other community-based sanctions. The hope was that prison-bound offenders would be "diverted" from expensive prison cells to more intensive community programs. In seven to ten years, however, most of the programs developed under the umbrella of this reform were discredited and dismantled. Turner's experimental study of ISP's across fourteen sites. Compared to offenders receiving regular community supervision, those in the control-oriented ISP programs did not achieve lower rates of reoffending; in fact, if anything, their recidivism (37 percent to 33 percent) was higher.
91 The impact of the ISP's on prison crowding is equally instructive. Petersilia and Turner's study yielded three conclusions:
• First, the results showed that ISPs were seldom used for prison diversion; more often they were used to increase the supervision of those already in the community on probation (in other words, the netwidened).
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• Second, the casework portion of the ISP program was never implemented (due to a shortage of funds and lack of political will), but the surveillance portion of the program was implemented (e.g., drug testing, electronic monitoring). This resulted in the increased discovery of technical violations and ultimately increased incarceration rates.
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• Third, increased incarceration rates meant higher correctional costs.
Since most of the ISPs were funded to reduce prison costs, they were deemed a failure and most were dismantled and defunded between 1995 and 2000.
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Retrospective analysis of the national experiment showed that ISPs seldom followed a theoretical model supporting rehabilitation, and even when they did, they were insufficiently funded to deliver adequate programs. One result of the 1990s' intermediate sanctions movement was a backlash in support of rehabilitation programs and alternative community sanctions. Instead of demonstrating that nonprison sanctions could decrease commitments to prison, some of the ISPs showed just the opposite: implementing intensive probation and parole supervision resulted in increased prison commitments. Some supporters of prison buildup used this evidence to argue that alternatives have been tried and they did not work. It was recycling of the 1960s' nothing-works argument, but this time buttressed with more rigorous experimental evaluation data. Within a short decade, ISPs went from being the "future of American corrections" to a failed social experiment.
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These past failures do not determine the future, but they do warn that meaningful downsizing will not be accomplished easily. In this context, it is wise to consider what factors might cause the promise of the current reform effort to remain unmet. 
IV. FIVE REASONS WHY DOWNSIZING REFORM MIGHT FAIL
There are at least two ways in which the current reform movement might fail. First, prison populations might not decline; downsizing might not occur. Second, the alternatives to incarceration to be used for offenders might turn out to be ineffective. As with ISPs, the possibility exists that both might occur. We share five reasons to be concerned.
First, the very scale and changing nature of imprisonment creates barriers to its downsizing. The United States still has 1.6 million inmates in state and federal prisons. Although the 2011-2012 decline of 1.7% is significant, Mauer and Ghandnoosh alert us to the true challenge at hand should the annual drop stay at this level.
96 They point out that, "Still, at this rate, it will take until 2101-88 years-for the prison population to return to its 1980 level." 97 Further, despite the left-right coalition supporting downsizing, organized groups have a clear stake in mass imprisonment. In particular, attempts to close institutions will be increasingly fought by unions and by communities that will lose a major employer and source of revenue. And while some state-run prisons may be closing, private prisons are experiencing growth. Between 2011-2012, inmates in federal facilities increased 0.2%, but those in private federal facilities increased 5.7%. Similarly, inmates in state prisons declined by 2.3%, but those in private facilities increased 4.8%.
98 Forbes magazine recently singled out Corrections Corporation of America (CCA), one of the nation's largest provider of corrections services to government agencies, 99 for its growth potential and named it as a "top dividend stock" with insider buys and noting its "favorable long-term multi-year growth rates."
100 As private prisons get a stronger foothold in corrections, they become an even stronger political force-similar to the correctional guard unions-and can use their significant resources for lobbying and political campaigns. A Huffington Post analysis shows that CCA did just that-spending nearly $300,000 on 
Second, the decline in the nation's prison population is primarily a California story and its downward trend is reversing.
Criminologists are heralding the third consecutive annual drop in prison populations as a sign that the nation's experiment with mass incarceration is over. As Clear and Frost write, "there are signs-strong signs-that the experiment is coming to an end."
102
But a closer look at the details of America's prison downsizing would urge more caution and suggest their conclusion is premature.
While it is true that U.S. prison populations declined slightly for the last three years, most of those declines occurred in California due to a Supreme Court ruling ordering those prison reductions (discussed more fully below). California's prison population fell by 15,493 individuals from 2010 to 2011. No other state saw its prison population change in either direction by more than 1,500 people over that period, and the federal prison population actually grew from 2010 to 2011 by over 6,000 people. Carson and Golinelli report that while twenty-eight states reduced their prison population in 2012, contributing to a national reduction of 29,000 inmates, 51 percent (or 15,035) of that reduction was due solely to California.
103 Excluding the decline in California's prison population, the nationwide prison population would have remained relatively stable during recent years. As Figure 2 also reveals, offenders being supervised under different types of sanctions (i.e., jail, parole, probation, prison) has changed dramatically in California, but not so much in the overall U.S. correctional population. Importantly, as shown in Figure 2 , the overall correctional control rate has actually increased by 5 percent in California, while decreasing by 2 percent nationally. And the nation's "decarceration story" surely must include what is happening to jail populations. The Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) recently reported that after three consecutive years of decline in the jail inmate population, the number of persons confined in jails (744,524) increased by 1.2% (or 8,923) between 2011 and 2012.
109 According to the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics' estimates, 85 percent of that increase is attributable to California jails. California's jail inmate population had fallen to its lowest level in decades (69,404) in June 2011, but then its populations began to increase due to Realignment (discussed below) and by year-end 2012, California jails held 78,878 people (a one year increase of 7.4%).
110 Further, California's jail population continues to increase: as of January 2014, the average daily population equaled 81,914 (a oneyear increase of 2.5%).
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So while California prison populations were decreasing in 2011-2012, its jail populations were increasing over the same time period. As indicated in Figure 3 , California state projections show that the decrease in the combined prison and jail incarceration rate between 2010-2017 is expected to be just 1.3%. This projection also ignores the fact that California recently made available $1.2 billion for county jail construction, which could provide for the construction of up to about 11,000 more jail beds over the next five years.
112 In sum, the "evidence behind the headlines" suggests that the nation's decarceration story is being driven by California's court-ordered prison reduction, and California is now trending up-and building new capacity at both the state and county levels. Although the failure of state prison populations to grow nationwide is a salient development, scholars need to be honest brokers of the data and not oversell the "end of mass incarceration." It seems important that we consider the possibility that trans-incarceration-the move from one carceral setting to another-rather that decarceration will be what we have achieved when we look back at this moment in history.
Third, many of the mechanisms that might have been used in the past to reduce prison populations-such as parole boards and discretionary releasehave been greatly circumscribed. State legislatures have passed a range of statutes that have robbed the system of the flexibility to manage inmate populations (e.g., determinate sentencing, mandatory minimum sentences, truth-insentencing laws). Legislators, such as those in Ohio and Georgia, have undertaken statutory reform in efforts to facilitate downsizing.
113 Still, downsizing is unlikely to be successful in the longer run without significant statutory changes to state and federal penal codes and punishment structures.
Fourth, the research is clear that effective community programs must involve a human services component in which offenders receive rehabilitation.
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If cost savings become the overriding concern, the temptation will exist to use monitoring technology to conduct surveillance on offenders in the community while forgoing more expensive treatment interventions. In particular, electronic monitoring is relatively cheap and provides economies of scale for keeping track of offenders. Such a technological fix is likely to become more attractive as the gadgetry advances and becomes even less expensive. The danger, however, is that technological surveillance removes personal contact with program officers and thus may sacrifice real treatment and supervision. Were this to occur, the result may parallel the 1980s ISP experiment when offenders received few real services or meaningful interactions with probation and parole officers. In the long run, the criminogenic needs of higher risk offenders will be ignored and the risk of recidivism will be heightened.
We also must recognize that the number of proven programs, especially for adult reentry programs, is in short supply. If one searches the U.S. Department of Justice's CrimeSolutions.gov website, a one-stop shop for research on programs that work, just 6 of all the 300 programs reviewed focus on adult reentry programs, and of those six programs, none qualify as "effective." Four of these programs qualify as "promising" (effectiveness across contexts not yet established) and two are rated as "no effects." Notably, a rigorous evaluation of the large, collaborative, federally-funded Serious and Violent Offender Reentry 
Initiative (SVORI) found no recidivism reduction effects.
115 SVORI was designed to improve employment, education, health, and housing outcomes of offenders upon release from incarceration. "No effects" were also found with the Transitional Case Management program, a strengths-based case management intervention that provided expanded case management services during an inmate's transition from incarceration to the community. The existing evaluation data does not mean that there are not programs that work, only that we have no rigorous evidence whether these programs work or not. We must be careful to not oversell the science of "evidence-based corrections."
Fifth, the life circumstances for felons are likely to become even more daunting and their access to services outside of the justice system even tighter. Although some reforms regarding collateral consequences have occurred, offenders still face extensive statutory restrictions on employment, housing, and federal support.
116 Employers have increasing accessibility to criminal history information through third-party intermediaries that specialize in background checks, and they increasingly rely on such services.
117 In a time of persistent financial crisis, it is also difficult to imagine that jurisdictions will allocate funds to support quality offender reentry (e.g., treatment services, jobs, housing) instead of education, health care, and other budget priorities. The challenge will be to see if revenue saved from downsizing is reallocated to communitybased programs for offenders reentering or diverted to pay for other pressing social needs.
V. FIVE REASONS WHY DOWNSIZING REFORM COULD SUCCEED
First, and perhaps most important, the paradigm of mass imprisonment is exhausted. As noted, a paradigm shift has occurred that is accompanied by a new narrative about prisons. Although this narrative might vary across political lines, it shares the view that spending more money on prisons is unsustainable. Beyond those with a naked self-interest in more prisons (e.g. correctional officer unions or private prisons), it is not clear who remains to carry the mantle of ramping up prison expansion.
Tonry has used another term, which he calls "sensibility," to capture how people understand crime and its control.
118 He points out that this sensibility or worldview makes some policies about crime seem rational or "thinkable" and others seem "unthinkable." Torture, for example, is a practice that Americans "just do not do." For four decades, locking up more and more fellow Americans was eminently thinkable. The prevailing sensibility was described by such concepts as "the punitive imperative," 119 "the culture of control," 120 "governing through crime,"
121 and "penal populism." 122 We are suggesting, however, that the prevailing sensibility has changed qualitatively so that symbolic, emotive appeals to get tough on crime simply do not have the same appeal. Continuing to cram more and more offenders into crowded prisons into the foreseeable future is becoming unthinkable. Instead, it appears that a new pragmatism has emerged that has largely forfeited strong ideology in favor of using good sense to figure out solutions to the prison problem. Discourse on crime thus is more focused on replacing overly rigid mandatory minimum sentences, using risk assessment to divert lower risk offenders from prison, and seeing prison space as an expensive expenditure that should be allocated with care. A recent public opinion poll confirmed that American voters overwhelmingly support a variety of policy changes that shift non-violent offenders from prison to more effective, less expensive alternatives. Moreover, the support for sentencing and corrections reform is strong across political parties, regions, age, gender, and racial/ethnic groups.
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Second, the science is better, which may allow prison-downsizing initiatives to be undertaken more effectively. Importantly, we have developed better tools to evaluate the risk of recidivism that will allow us to match the offender with the appropriate sanction. We also have better actuarial risk prediction tools that predict recidivism more accurately than the unstructured clinical judgments of the past, allowing officials to more effectively sort who should be placed in which community programs. 124 We know that some evidence-based treatment programs, tailored to the offender's risks and needs, successfully reduce recidivism if implemented with fidelity. Particularly for a population like the mentally ill, who are two times more likely to fail community supervision and constitute approximately 15 percent of offenders, 125 community-based programs 
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We are more focused and knowledgeable about the importance of implementation. Third, evidence-based corrections has arrived. The ascendancy of this movement is important because, as just noted, it has increased the scientific knowledge that downsizing will require. While the research database is rather scant so far, it is growing and over time will likely identify more programs that are effective. But more than this, the embrace of scientific data and expertise represents a rejection of penal populism and of ill-informed common sense.
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Just as "moneyball" has led baseball executives to make decisions based on statistics ("sabermetrics") rather than on "gut level" intuition, so too does evidence now enter the conversations held with correctional policymakers.
128 This orientation also leads to a focus on performance measures, which is a growing concern for programs receiving federal funding (e.g., by the Office of Management and Budget). None of this is to suggest that politics and populism have been fully vanquished as guides for policy. But it is to propose that once science is embraced as a criterion for decision-making, a retreat from knowing "what the evidence says" is difficult. As such, broad appeals to "lock up more super-predators" will lack legitimacy unless backed up by solid evidence-an obstacle that will be difficult to surmount as the data accumulates.
Fourth, although still not widespread, efforts are being made in some states to close prisons. In the past, prison capacity was rarely reduced. Several states, including North Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, New York, Pennsylvania and Texas closed correctional facilities or contemplated doing so, potentially reducing prison capacity by about 10,000 beds.
129 Costs are the main factor, but also important is the realization that overcrowded prisons could invite expensive California-like prison litigation regarding conditions of confinement. Many states are pushing more money to drug rehabilitation and other reentry programs aimed at keeping people out of jail rather than building new prisons. Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, Georgia, and West Virginia, among others, have acted aggressively to reduce their own prison populations through a series of sentencing changes and overhauls of state prison codes. 131 Although not always fully understood, research has shown consistent support for offender rehabilitation and for community alternatives to prison for many years. 132 Still, a number of polls have been commissioned in recent years that consistently show the public's willingness to reduce the use of imprisonment. For example, a 2010 Oregon study showed that large majorities of citizens supported a range of policies to reduce the use of incarceration (e.g., shorter sentences for certain crimes, early release for good time or successful treatment, discretionary release by the parole board). Fully 96 percent of the respondents favored at least one of these policies. 133 Similarly, a 2012 survey by Public Opinion Strategies and The Melmann Group found that "voters overwhelmingly support a variety of policy changes that shift non-violent offenders from prison to more effective, less expensive alternatives."
134 Further, the respondents were informed that corrections spending had increased over the past twenty years from $10 billion to $50 billion. Over three-fourths-including 76 percent of Republicans-agreed that "we are not getting a clear and convincing return on that investment in terms of public safety."
135 It also appears that political leaders no longer need to sacrifice public support if they support prison downsizing. California Governor Jerry Brown's approval rating hit a record high of 60 percent among likely voters while he continued to advocate for a reduced state prison budget and fewer prisoners.
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Perhaps the most publicized survey, however, has been a 2013 poll of Texas residents conducted by the Texas Public Policy Foundation, a conservative think tank. The survey showed that the respondents favored rehabilitation and that "Texans of all political flavors want low-level offenders to pay their debt out of prison."
137 For example, 84 percent of all likely Texas voters, including 81 percent identified as Republicans and 86 percent identified as independents, supported alternative-to-prison programs for non-violent drug offenders. Notably, the fact that a "red state" electorate would endorse a series of reforms to lower mass imprisonment was seen as consequential; in essence, if Texans support reducing inmate populations, would not citizens in every state?
Commentators observed that "Texans' opinions have changed" and that "this should fortify legislators to do the right thing . . . . They should know they have public support and it won't be held against them at the polls."
138 In short, the public sensibility has moved from the embrace of mass imprisonment to downsizing and the judicious use of a costly government resource.
VI. LESSONS FROM CALIFORNIA
No discussion of decarceration would be complete unless consideration was given to the unprecedented experiment in downsizing prisons now under way in California. We have already discussed California's reductions in imprisonment, but whether California's Realignment experiment serves as a springboard to change the country's overreliance on prisons will all depend on whether the counties can do a better job than the state at reducing recidivism. Understanding that potential requires an examination of the law, how California counties are implementing its provisions, and the early lessons it can teach the nation.
A. Prison Reform and Corrections Realignment
California has embarked on a prison downsizing experiment of historical significance. Facing a U.S. Supreme Court decision, Brown v. Plata, which ordered the state to reduce its prison population by 25 percent within two years, 139 Governor Jerry Brown signed the Public Safety Realignment Act (A.B. 109).
140 Realignment transferred authority for large numbers of convicted felons from the state prison and parole system to the state's fifty-eight counties. In February 2014, the courts granted California a two-year extension to reduce its adult prison population to 137.5% of design capacity by February 28, 2016 .
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Realignment took effect on October 1, 2011. It substantively altered three major issues within the criminal justice system: where prisoners serve time for different offenses, who is responsible for supervising them after their release, and the time served by offenders who have violated the terms of their supervised release. Felons convicted of certain serious, violent, and aggravated sex offenses continue to serve their time in state prison, but individuals convicted of non-serious, non-violent, non-sexual crimes ("triple nons") now serve that time in the county jail, regardless of the length of their sentence. must now handle virtually all drug and property crime sentences, which represented 54 percent of all adults convicted in 2010.
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Importantly, if offenders have their probation or parole revoked for a technical violation (i.e., violation of the rules of supervision rather than commission of a new crime), they now serve their revocation sentence in the county jail instead of state prison even for those whose backgrounds include serious crimes. County court-appointed hearing officers (rather than the State's paroling authority) now decide how to respond to technical violations, and they can use their discretion to impose jail time, refer to community programs, or continue on supervision without any sanction-but they cannot impose a prison sentence. And if the hearing officer sends them to jail, each sheriff now has the authority to independently release inmates to accommodate overcrowding within the jail. Ironically, if the state had given the same discretionary release authority and "relief valve" to prison officials to control inmate populations, California might have avoided the Plata litigation that ultimately led to A.B. 109. The revised policy regarding technical violations is a major change from the days when the state parole board sent about 35,000 technical violators each year to prison for up to a year.
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Counties are being given state funding (about $1 billion a year) to deal with the increased number of offenders, and each county was given nearly unbridled discretion to develop its own custodial and post-custody plan.
145 Counties were initially worried that state funding could be discontinued. But California voters passed Proposition 30 in November 2012, a sales and income tax increase, which guarantees in the State Constitution funding for Realignment going forward. 146 The hope is that Realignment, with its focus on locally designed rehabilitative services, will not only reduce prison overcrowding but also the state's 64 percent return-to-prison recidivism rate-one of the highest in the nation.
147 This infusion of new funding far surpasses any similar allocation for adult offender rehabilitation in California history, and the funding is now guaranteed for the next several years. The legislature's underlying hope, as written in the general legislative findings to Realignment, declares that instead of solely adding jail capacity, the legislature views A.B. 109 as a "reinvest[ment]" of resources to support "locally run community-based programs" and evidence-based practices "encompassing a range of custodial and noncustodial responses to criminal or noncompliant offender activity."
148 The legislation further defines evidence-based practices as those "supervision policies, procedures, programs, and practices demonstrated by scientific research." 150 By upholding the three-judge panel's population cap of 137.5% of capacity, the Supreme Court was ordering the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR, the state's prison system) to reduce its prison population to 109,805, a reduction of about 35,000 prisoners or 25 percent of all prisoners housed at the time. 151 The task was not only daunting; it also represented the largest court-ordered reduction in prison populations ever in the United States. The Economist recently called Realignment, "one of the great experiments in American incarceration policy."
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Governor Brown expressed confidence that Realignment would reduce California's prison population, telling the courts that, "Once funded and implemented, AB 109 will dramatically reduce prison crowding by authorizing a realignment that will require tens of thousands of adult felons to serve their sentences under local authority." 34,300 in 2012-nearly an 80 percent decrease in prison admissions in just four years. 156 California's overall prison population has declined by more than 20 percent since 2007, while its adult resident population increased by 7.3%.
157 In fact, the state's prison population is at its lowest level in seventeen years, and even though California recently saw its prison population start to climb slightly, official projections show that it will have gained just 2,700 inmates by 2018. In fact, Realignment has reduced California's inmate population so much that Texas now has a larger prison system, despite having about twelve million fewer residents. Violent offenders are also now a growing majority of the prison population: violent criminals (based on current commitment offense) have risen from 59 percent in 2011 to 70 percent in 2013.
158 On June 30, 2011, parolees with a serious or violent current or prior offense made up 46 percent of the state parole population; two years later they constituted 71 percent.
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But the burden shifted to California's counties is enormous, and how they carry out their newfound obligations will ultimately determine Realignment's success. In the State's successful request for a three-year extension of the deadline to meet the population cap, they wrote:
State prisons are just one part of the larger, interconnected criminal justice system . . . . When the State changes its policies to reduce the prison population, the entire criminal justice system must absorb the changes. State and local officials must find ways to protect public safety while helping offenders, who would have otherwise been in prison, successfully reintegrate into our communities. For a prison-crowding solution to last, it must be developed in consultation with the state and local officials who will place a decisive role in its implementation. 
B. Counties Tackle Corrections Reform: Findings and Lessons Learned
Realignment represents a titanic policy shift and tremendous opportunity for reform, but it will only deliver lasting benefits if counties can make it work. The critical unanswered question is, "how is it going for the counties?"
During the second year of Realignment's implementation, Stanford University researchers conducted 125 interviews in twenty-one counties to produce a snapshot of how California is faring under Realignment so far. We talked with police, sheriffs, judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, probation and parole agents, victim advocates, and social service representatives. Interviewees were selected to represent diversity in agency and county perspectives.
161 Our goal was to determine how Realignment had influenced their agency's work and what changes they would make to the law. We also spoke with offenders to gauge their pre-and post-Realignment experiences.
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Broadly speaking, Realignment gets mixed reviews so far. The interviews revealed a justice system undergoing remarkable changes, arguably unprecedented in depth and scope.
163 Stakeholders' opinions varied widely, and their comments reflected their role in the system more than the county they represented. The interviews elicited a portrait of counties struggling, often heroically, to carry out an initiative that was poorly planned and imposed upon them almost overnight, giving them little time to prepare.
164 Kim Raney, thenPresident of the California Police Chiefs Association, said, "The first year was like drinking from a fire hose," as counties scrambled to cope with an influx of offenders far larger than expected, and with more serious criminal histories and needs. 165 Shifting these lower-level offenders to local custody strained county health care and social services programs. State budget cuts had already devastated many of the essential programs upon which former prisoners depend, especially for mental health care and alcohol and drug treatment.
166 Everyone agreed that it would have made more sense to test Realignment on a smaller scale before rolling it out statewide, but given the Plata mandates, the State had no choice. Overall, probation officials were the most enthusiastic champions of Realignment, welcoming the momentum the legislation provided their rehabilitation focus. They unequivocally felt that Realignment gave them an opportunity to fully test whether well-tailored rehabilitation services can keep lower-level felony offenders from committing new crimes and returning to prison.
168 If Realignment is to amount to more than an experimental, emergency response to a court directive regarding prison overcrowding, it will depend heavily on how well probation agencies deliver effective programs and services. Our interviews showed that across the state, probation agencies have launched pilot projects that, if successful, will significantly strengthen community corrections in California and nationally. One of the most promising options is the Day Reporting Center (DRC), often described as "one-stop" centers where offenders can access educational programs, cognitive behavioral therapy, and employment services, and meet with probation officers.
169 Offenders are assessed for needs and then matched to services that best address those needs. There are now nearly twenty-five DRC's across California, virtually all of them receiving some A.B. 109 funding.
170 In addition, nearly all probation agencies reported adopting risk/needs classification instruments to measure an offender's predicted risk of recidivism and to help target treatment to those most likely to benefit. The adoption of such actuarial tools has professionalized probation, and allowed officials to better triage services and the level of monitoring provided by officers.
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While new funding has made new programs possible, our interviews confirmed the hard realities agencies are facing. The seriousness of the realigned population's criminal backgrounds remains a key challenge across agencies. Under Realignment, only the current conviction offense is considered when determining whether inmates leaving prison will be placed on state parole or county probation supervision.
172 As a result, offenders with serious and violent prior convictions-including moderate-risk sex offenders-are reporting to county probation officers.
County officials in the larger counties are feeling the burdens most intensely. Los Angeles (LA) County, for example, operates the largest probation population in the world-supervising more than 80,000 probationers pre-A. 175 Los Angeles Probation recently reported that its one-year recidivism rate-defined as a return to jail or prison-for these offenders was 60 percent.
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Los Angeles County was given nearly $600 million in the first two years to help deal with the situation (an increase in LA probation's annual budget of about 35 percent), and they are in the process of hiring 470 new officers to bring their caseloads down. 177 Once the hiring is complete, they will have seventy-two offenders for every one probation officer, arguably too high to closely monitor such high-risk offenders. They are also in the process-along with increased funding for drug and mental health treatment-of arming more of their probation officers to handle these more serious offenders. Chief Powers is making the unprecedented move to more than triple the number of his armed probation officers, from 30 to 100.
178 "It is a natural response to an ever increasing number of higher threat individuals and the operations that go along with supervising them," Powers said in the Stanford interview.
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A recent analysis by University of California Irvine (UCI) researchers Gerlinger and Turner found that released prisoners diverted to county probation supervision were higher risk than those retained on state parole supervisionexactly the opposite of Realignment's intent. 180 The Gerlinger and Turner re-port concludes, "Counties are receiving some of the most criminally active offenders in the state."
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Central to the larger issues about Realignment's impact on probation going forward is how this infusion of more serious offenders will change the character and culture of the quasi-rehabilitative role that probation has historically played-and A.B. 109 funding was supposed to strengthen. Historically, probation is designed to be the supportive stage of the criminal justice process, relative to arrest, trial, and incarceration. How can a probation officer engage in "motivational interviewing" (a technique to create a greater bond between officer and client, and a key component of evidence-based practices) when the probation officer has a weapon strapped to his/her waist? Some of this is reminiscent of the implementation of the ISP experiment in the 1990s, as discussed in Part III.
The problem is that the State had indicated that only non-violent offenders would be placed under local supervision, the "triple nons," yet a large number of A.B. 109 offenders have prior convictions for violent crimes. The issue of which inmates are being realigned to counties has generated the most controversy across all agencies. Most officials recommended that complete adult and juvenile criminal histories should be considered when determining if the state or county will supervise an offender leaving prison.
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Public defenders are also optimistic about Realignment's potential but expressed concerns about the longer county jail terms their clients face and the conditions under which they are served. County jails were built to house inmates for a maximum stay of one year, but under Realignment sentences are extending well beyond that. Public defenders also identified a chasm between the ideal of Realignment and its reality in many counties, noting that treatment was either unavailable or not intensive enough for the most serious offenders.
183 All of those interviewed agreed the most critical needs were services for sex offenders and the mentally ill, as well as housing and crisis beds.
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Conversely, prosecuting attorneys generally gave Realignment negative reviews, lamenting their loss of discretion under the law and about the deep jail discounts given to arrestees due to crowded jails.
185 Judges expressed mixed opinions, although most were also concerned about a loss of discretion and said A.B. 109 had greatly increased the courts' workload.
186 Judges were cautiously optimistic that mental health and other collaborative courts could reduce recidivism but worried about the lack of split sentencing. 188 Judges, prosecutors, and victim service agencies were increasingly concerned about victim protection, and the neglect of victims' constitutional rights under the Victims' Bill of Rights Act of 2008. The California Constitution provides victims with the right to receive notice of and to be heard at any proceeding involving a post-arrest release decision in which the right of the victim is at issue. 189 Realignment has yet to fully integrate these victim rights with new policy and practices.
Law enforcement-both front line police and sheriffs-varied more than any other group in their assessment of Realignment, with their opinions largely influenced by local jail capacity. Sheriffs were challenged by overloaded county jails, which in many counties have been strained by a flood of inmates and a tougher criminal population that has increased the likelihood of jail violence. It is not just the growing number of jail inmates that cause concern, but the long lengths of their sentence. Because jails are typically not well equipped to house people for extended periods, the increase in individuals serving long sentences in jails was a concern of many stakeholders. 190 In particular, some offenders needing mental or medical care have waited weeks before receiving any treatment.
191 Indeed, in talking with jail inmates about such conditions, we found a surprising twist: Many offenders, particularly those facing long terms, would prefer to do their time in prison. "I would have preferred to go to prison," said fifty-year-old James Scott, an addict who was convicted on felony drug charges and sentenced to a seven-year jail term. "Their medical facilities are better, their food is better-everything is better. They have TV, radio, yards."
192 In jails plagued with overcrowding, sheriffs often feel the only option to assure inmate safety and prevent violence is to keep more inmates in lock down.
193 In the most crowded jails, they are also converting any available space to house inmates.
194 As a result of jail crowding, fewer offenders have access to rehabilitation programs, and extreme idleness is a problem.
195 Some of these conditions seem startlingly familiar, closely mirroring the problems that produced the successful claim in Plata that state prison conditions violated the Eighth Amendment. Has Realignment simply moved these constitutional violations from the state prisons to the county jails? Could the health care problems that led to Plata morph into county-level versions of the state problem? Currently, 37 of California's 58 county jails are operating under either a self-imposed or court-ordered population cap.
196 Given the success of the Plata litigation, a surge of county-level Eighth Amendment suits is likely to emerge. The Prison Law Office has already filed class action lawsuits seeking to remedy Eighth Amendment violations in the Fresno County and Riverside County jails.
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Sheriffs are trying to intervene early and address jail conditions before the courts become involved. Many Sheriffs have become highly creative in managing their release authority under Realignment, using risk assessments, and operating their own work furlough programs, electronic monitoring systems, and day reporting centers.
198 Sheriffs also said they are using good time credits and flash incarceration for probation violators.
199 By necessity, their expanded duties under Realignment have turned these elected law enforcement leaders into treatment providers, probation managers, and reentry coordinators. For Sheriffs in counties rich in resources and with jail beds to spare, Realignment has been an opportunity to expand and create innovative programming, apply evidencebased practices to reduce recidivism, and absorb a population that they firmly believe is best managed at the local level. While most police applauded the spirit of Realignment, including the expansion of local control and treatment options for offenders, all of those interviewed worried about declining public safety. California's long-term crime decline is reversing, and police said Realignment is to blame.
200 A recent study by Lofstrom and Raphael found that crime rates increased significantly during the first year of Realignment (from 2011 to 2012). 201 Property crime continued to drop nationally, but in California it rose nearly 8 percent, and California's property crime increases were higher than the increases in states whose crime trends were similar to those of California before Realignment.
202 Violent crimes in California also increased by 3.2% in the first year after Realignment, but that increase closely tracks national trends and closely matches the rate of increase experienced by other states that had similar crime rates to California before Realignment. The report finds there is "robust evidence that realignment is related to increased property crime . . . . In particular, we see substantial increases in the number of motor vehicle thefts, which went up by 14.8% between 2011 and 2012".
203 In addition to coping with rising crime, police said they now have fewer options to control offenders' behavior. 204 When an arrest is made in some counties, offenders are quickly released due to jail crowding. Everyone is watching the crime trends closely.
In sum, in just over two years since Realignment began, California's justice system has changed in ways that are unprecedented in both depth and scope. The reallocation of responsibility across the major components of California corrections system has been nothing short of remarkable, as thousands of individuals have been shifted from the state's jurisdiction to counties' jurisdictions. Officials reported collaborating with one another in surprising and unprecedented ways, embarking on jointly funded initiatives, eliminating duplication, and approaching justice from a system-wide perspective, rather than a narrower agency perspective. Realignment also has encouraged counties to take a more holistic view of offender needs, treating them within their family and community contexts.
Only time will tell whether California's Realignment experiment will fundamentally serve as a springboard to change the nation's overreliance on prisons. It is a watershed opportunity and an experiment the whole nation is watching. Its early lessons-about higher-risk offenders putting pressure on counties to beef up surveillance rather than service-oriented probation, the expense and difficulty of treating sex offenders and the mentally ill, and the re-creation in some jails of the exact crowding, violence, and idleness that plagued prisonsare admonitory. But they are not destiny. Policymakers are banking on counties to do a better job, and criminologists-with their science of program fidelity and implementation, risk and need assessment tools, and evaluations of evidence-based and reentry programs-have a central role to play in assisting them. We need to assure that the pressure to end mass incarceration outlasts the current fiscal crisis and crime decline and does not revive itself in more prosperous times or when crime trends reverse.
VII. LIBERAL BUT NOT STUPID: FIVE PRINCIPLES TO FOLLOW IN DOWNSIZING PRISONS
A liberal approach to corrections emphasizes that crime is not chosen by autonomous actors of equal social advantage. Rather, such choices are bounded by a host of individual and social deficits-many of which can be traced to losing the birth lottery-that place people at risk of offending. Fairness and empathy lead liberals to take into account these criminogenic realities in forming state policies. This perspective also inclines liberals to embrace science because it is only through careful analysis that the nature of crime-related deficits can be identified and responsive treatments developed. As with all ideologies, however, liberalism can obfuscate more than it illuminates. When excessive, it prompts an over-identification with offenders and the denial of pathology.
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Not being stupid thus involves not assuming that liberal good intentions will be sufficient to overcome stubborn realities. It also means paying attention to science and to the barriers that have to be surmounted to realize preferred liberal goals. In this case, the challenge is to think clearly, even innovatively, about what it will take to facilitate the sustained downsizing of prisons.
To advance the prospects of a liberal-but-not-stupid approach to prison downsizing, we are able to propose five principles to guide this effort. These principles are, in a sense, drawn from what we have learned from past failures, what we have learned from criminological research, and what we have learned from the ongoing experiment in California. They are not meant to be etched in stone but rather to be provisional guidelines that can be elaborated and expanded as knowledge grows.
First, set inmate population caps. Alternatives to incarceration are not like a "field of dreams" baseball field: if you build it, they will come. Rather, as has been shown repeatedly, such optional programs will be treated as resources that can serve many goals, including net-widening and increased control. 206 It is possible that providing local jurisdictions with strong financial incentives might have some success in restraining their willingness to use state prisons and making community-based alternatives seem attractive. But in the end, the only real way to downsize prisons is to set a hard limit in capacity.
Thus, although not of their choosing, the court-imposed population cap in California is succeeding in downsizing the state's inmate population. Another option would be for states to voluntarily restrict the number of prisons they would operate. Jonson, Eck, and Cullen have suggested creating a cap-andtrade system in which each county in a state would be funded for a limited number of bed spaces. 207 If they wished to exceed this cap, they would have to purchase more bed space from more frugal counties that have not used their allotment. Regardless, it is foolish to expect that creating alternatives to incarceration will siphon off large numbers of offenders from prisons. In the end, downsizing will likely be meaningful only when lowering the size of the inmate population becomes a specific goal that is chosen by policymakers. Thus, the challenge is first to set the limit to the prison population and then to figure out how best to sanction offenders in alternative ways. Second, take recidivism seriously. Downsizing is likely to fail if releasing inmates from prison creates a crime wave. To avoid this possibility, it will be necessary to use risk-assessment instruments to carefully separate the wheat (low-risk offenders) from the chaff (high-risk offenders). It also will be necessary, however, to develop a system of accountability that has "someone" responsible for keeping recidivism rates in check. Corrections can take a page from policing where innovations such as Comstat in New York City have reduced crime by focusing on clear performance measures and on administrative responsibility to lower crime. 208 Part of the wisdom in policing is that crime rates and hot spots should not simply be allowed to exist, if not flourish. They must be identified and then addressed through a proactive problem-oriented intervention. In a similar way, as prisons are downsized, crime by offenders placed in the community cannot be seen, much as the weather, as a natural phenomenon over which nobody had any control. Rather, such recidivism must be monitored carefully. Objective performance measures need to be enacted, and responsibility allocated for developing solutions. These metrics need to be tied to risk and need offender profiles and not just broad categories of conviction crime or offender need.
Third, reaffirm rehabilitation. A fundamental liberal correctional premise, which is substantiated by extensive evidence, is that interventions with offenders will not be effective unless they involve a strong rehabilitative component. 209 Rehabilitation programs, however, will not "work" if they are implemented without regard to evidence or if fidelity to treatment integrity is undermined by low funding. If reducing recidivism is a serious goal that we are committed to as a society, community corrections must be viewed as a fully viable option on equal footing with incarceration, not just the cheap alternative that we run to when the state can no longer afford to put people behind bars. Unless policymakers are willing not just to save money on rehabilitation efforts but to actually spend money on what works, this movement away from incarceration will likely be just as ineffective as those in the past.
Advocates should stop selling "alternatives" as less expensive. Good alternatives for higher risk offenders and those with mental health issues will never be cheap and we need to acknowledge that. But over the long run, they will be more humane and pay for themselves. Thankfully, criminal justice reform is attracting a promising infusion of funding from the private sector. Socialimpact bonds (SIBs) or "pay for success bonds," are an innovative financing arrangement that aims to increase the pool of money available for social programs. In an SIB, investors provide financing to operate federal, state, or localrun programs that aim to achieve predetermined outcomes. Generally, these outcomes are expected to save government money, for example, by reducing the need for prison beds or homeless shelters. The government entity agrees in advance that, if the program meets its goals, it will use the savings to pay back the original investment, plus a return. What is particularly attractive about this development is that it should not only jump-start the funding for innovative programs but also improve the corresponding program evaluations. Investors will not invest the capital unless the program can document exactly what it does, with what anticipated reduction in recidivism, and at what cost. It also has the added benefit of creating partnerships between nonprofit, government leaders, and the private sector.
In 2012, Goldman Sachs announced that it would invest $10 million in a new jail program using social impact bonds. 210 In January 2014, Bank of America Merrill Lynch announced it had raised $13.5 million from over forty private and institutional clients, financing a reform initiative for previously incarcerated New York state offenders.
211 That same month, the James Irvine Foundation launched the California Pay for Success Initiative.
212 This $2.5 million effort will provide flexible funding for nonprofit organizations to secure seed funding for innovative programs.
213 And the federal government has allocated even greater funding. The U.S. Department of Labor has granted $24 million in funding for social-impact bond employment programs, 214 while the Department of Treasury is soliciting project ideas for the proposed development of a $300 million Pay For Success Incentive Fund. 215 For prison downsizing, us-ing social impact bonds should spur innovation, knowledge-building, and program accountability. Fourth, provide expert technical assistance to states and communities willing to downsize their prisons. As can be seen in California, downsizing is a complex, lengthy process that must take into account diverse interests and the peculiarities within each state (e.g., criminal statues, sentencing, revocation decisions). For downsizing to have a chance at success, these efforts must be informed either by indigenous staff or by consultants with the time and technical expertise to ensure that the nature of the problem is understood and that appropriate policies are then developed. Doing so, however, will be a daunting challenge. Because downsizing remains a nascent movement, the existence of such expertise is likely in short supply. Figuring out how to build this technical capacity, including the sharing of knowledge from one state to another, is an important task to be addressed.
Fifth, develop a criminology of downsizing. Although scholars have written numerous critiques of mass imprisonment, the literature on how to downsize prisons remains limited. 216 The challenge for criminologists-especially liberals who have long decried the overuse of incarceration-is now to devote the same level of energy to understanding how best to downsize the nation's prisons. This might involve, for example, clearly demarcating the risk factors for mass imprisonment, and determining which ones are "static" (cannot be changed) and which ones are "dynamic" (can be changed). We also need to have a better accounting of what "risk" means in the most popular off-the-shelf risk assessment tools. For example, what are the objective criteria that define high risk (e.g., number of priors, age, crime type)? Better transparency would help across-state and county comparisons. Such information could also be used to carefully catalogue all downsizing initiatives and to begin to evaluate their effects. Eventually, it might be possible to develop models for downsizing that are based on evidence-based principles. Regardless of its specific features, a criminology of downsizing would seek to engage in knowledge construction so as to inform policymakers' decisions that will affect the lives of offenders and the safety of the public. ons has emerged, where commentators on the political left and right are calling mass imprisonment unsustainable and open to scrutiny. In and of themselves, these changes reflect an important turning point in the correctional policy and ideological landscape-a pivot, so to speak, in a qualitatively different direction. What is less clear, however, is whether this favorable context will result merely in a leveling off of prison populations or in a sustained campaign to downsize meaningfully the nation's prison system.
The prospect of downsizing is especially welcomed by many liberals, including most criminologists, who have, over the past decades, devoted inordinate effort to deconstructing punitive rhetoric and to unmasking the disquieting consequences of leading the world's nations in imprisonment.
218 However, although criminologists have been skilled in "knowledge destruction" in the realm of corrections-that is, in showing what "does not work"-they have often been silent in showing policymakers and practitioners what "does work." 219 Importantly, criminologists have been mute by choice and not by fate.
Indeed, notable exceptions to the preference for critique exist, such as in rehabilitation where specific principles and the technology necessary for effective interventions have been developed. 220 Even if finding cures is more daunting than diagnosing the underlying ailment, criminology has unrealized potential to take a problem-oriented approach to mass imprisonment. 221 In fact, Sherman has urged scholars to think of themselves as "inventors" who have the ability to create "new designs" that reduce "crime and injustice."
222 Our call for a "criminology of downsizing" is thus an admonition to scholars to invent the knowledge and analytical tools needed to guide practical efforts to lower inmate populations.
223
The creation of this criminology will not be achieved through platitudes, wishful thinking, and scholarship flowing only from armchairs and desktop computers. Easy solutions to downsizing do not exist. This essay thus is intended to be sobering, instructive, and directive. It is sobering because it warns that, as has occurred in the past, a propitious opportunity for reform can be squan-dered if good intentions are not reinforced by sound policy and practice. It is instructive in trying to identify key reasons why downsizing might be thwarted or be possible. And it is directive in attempting to outline principles to be considered in efforts to reduce prison populations.
In short, downsizing prisons represents both a critical opportunity to implement a liberal or progressive vision for corrections and a dangerous opportunity for failure and a reversion to a brand of corrections that is punitive and devoted to the bureaucratic management of the offender flow into, out of, and back into institutions.
224 At this point, it is important that as much scholarly effort be put into understanding how mass imprisonment can be reversed as has been put into understanding why this correctional tsunami swept across the United States and left enormous wreckage in its wake. Our ignorance about how to solve the crisis of mass imprisonment-our "stupidity"-must be recognized and overcome. Doing so studiously and with determination is essential if the promise of downsizing prisons is to be met.
